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Your Upper Cumberland PBS Station

THE BEATLES YOU KNOW. THE STORY YOU DON’T.

B R I G H T L I G H T S, L I T T L E C I T Y
50 YEARS OF THE CUMBERLAND COUNTY PLAYHOUSE

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE SHOWS
NOVEMBER 25 - DECEMBER 3

A FEW HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE MEMBERSHIP DRIVE SHOWS, NOVEMBER 25 ~ DECEMBER 3
Support your Upper Cumberland PBS station by becoming a Sustaining Member today
and make sure that your favorite programs stay on the air!
Set up your checking account or credit card to make an automatic monthly contribution, and support your public broadcasting for
years to come. Choose any amount that works for you -- $5 a month, $10 a month, or more. Spreading your contributions throughout the year is easier on your budget — and since your membership is automatically renewed, it’s easier on your memory too.

RAY STEVENS CABARAY
NASHVILLE SPECIAL

SGT. PEPPER’S
MUSICAL REVOLUTION

Music, humor and insightful conversation
takes the viewer behind-the-scenes and
tells the back stories on the musical hits,
as well as the artists and the writers who
brought them to us.

A look back at the creation and ongoing
influence of the album Rolling Stone calls
“the most important rock & roll album ever
made.” - The Beatles’ Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely
Hearts Club Band, released in June, 1967.

Dec. 2 - 4:30pm.

Nov. 25 - 9:30pm.

GREAT PERFORMANCES: HITMAN:
DAVID FOSTER AND FRIENDS

GREAT PERFORMANCES: MOODY
BLUES: DAYS OF FUTURE PASSED

David Foster has generated some of the
world’s most popular music. In this special,
some of the biggest names in contemporary music gather for a one-night-only
concert that brings down the house.

This film captures the band in peak performance in Toronto during their 2017
world tour, where they played the Days
of Future Passed album in its entirety.

Nov. 26 - 9pm, Nov. 30 - 11pm, Dec. 2 - 9pm.

THE BIG BAND YEARS
This “Big Band” retrospective features the
music that brought the country through
WWII and kick-started the baby boom. The
program mixes vintage live, rare and
unreleased footage of bands and vocalists
from the 1930s and 40s. Peter Marshall
(“Hollywood Squares”) hosts.
Nov. 28 - 7pm, Dec. 3 -6pm.

AFRICA’S GREAT CIVILIZATIONS
This six-hour documentary series, hosted,
executive produced and written by Emmy
Award-winning Harvard scholar Henry
Louis Gates, Jr., chronicles 200,000 years
of Africa’s untold history. It dispels myths
about Africa through a detailed and
riveting examination of significant
historical events.
Nov. 26 - 11:30am - 7pm .

Nov. 29 - 7pm, Dec. 3 - 9:30pm.

AMERICAN MASTERS:
THIS IS BOB HOPE
American Masters explores the entertainer’s
life with unprecedented access to his
personal archives and clips from his classic films (“The Road” pictures, My Favorite
Blonde), radio and TV shows.
Nov. 27 - 7pm, Dec. 3 - 4pm.

HOW NOT TO DIE
WITH MICHAEL GREGOR, MD
Gregor examines the fifteen top causes of
death in America—heart disease, various
cancers, diabetes, Parkinson’s, high blood
pressure, and more—and explains how
nutritional and lifestyle interventions can
sometimes trump prescription pills and
other pharmaceutical and surgical approaches, freeing us to live healthier lives.
Nov. 25 - 2pm, Dec. 2 - 10:30am

Invest in WCTE during our Membership Drive by picking up the phone and calling
1-800-282-9283, or go online to wcte.org/pledge
For more information about the Nov. - Dec. Membership Drive Listings, see the asterisked programs in the guide, pages 14 - 15.
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WCTE’s Voice
on the

National Stage

ONE
ON

One

with Becky Magura

November Guest Carlen Maddux

Becky Magura, President & CEO of WCTE
In my 35 years at WCTE, I would never have imagined I
would serve on the national PBS Board of Directors, and I
am super excited to announce that I will be entering a second term this November at our meeting in Washington, DC!
This is indeed an honor and an opportunity for both WCTE
and for me. I have learned so much in my three years on
the board, but more importantly I have had the chance to
share the voice of our small, rural station.
The PBS Board is made up of general directors who have
outstanding careers in various industries that compliment
the work of public media, as well as professional directors
who represent PBS stations across the country.
As a professional director, I was up for re-election along
with several others, including Lisa Shumate, CEO of Houston Public Media and Neal Shapiro, CEO of WNET/New York.
We all started together three years ago and were gratefully
re-elected by our peers in a competitive election process in
August. Molly Phillips of Iowa Public Television will also be
joining as a newly elected board member.

“Only days after turning fifty, my wife Martha was
blindsided with news that she has Alzheimer’s
disease. We felt as though we were shoved out of
a plane 10,000 feet up, without parachutes. Until
then Martha had been a spirited mother and
a civic activist. I published a regional business
magazine. Our lives would never be the same.
Our story is one of shock, grief, and pain over
what doctors say is a degenerative, irreversible
disease. And of our anguish over an uncertain
future – for Martha as victim, for me as caregiver,
and for our three young children.

But as described in my book--A Path Revealed:
How Hope, Love, and Joy Found Us Deep in a
Maze Called Alzheimer’s--I came to realize our
story is not about a grim disease and its insidious
movement. Nor in its darkest moments is our
story about hopelessness.
My name is Carlen Maddux, and I am by training,
career, and instinct a journalist and editor. The
only way I know to share this most intimate
journey is to bring a journalist’s eye and style to
a story that’s filled with spiritual breakthroughs,
fears, failures, heart-warming encounters, and
thought-provoking revelations. Sixteen years
later, this path continues to unfold.”

December Guest Ruta Sepetys

I share this because I think it is important to note that PBS
values the diversity of its member stations and encourages
diverse representation as well. WCTE is certainly the smallest station represented, but we are known by our work and
have a voice on important national matters.
I have met so many incredible people who serve on this
board, as well as the leaders at PBS. Several have been to
visit our Upper Cumberland region and love what we are
doing at WCTE. One of those is PBS President and CEO,
Paula Kerger, who is both a friend and mentor. Her passion
and dedication is contagious!
The importance of public media in our nation today can’t
be overstated. When I think of the impact WCTE has had in
the Upper Cumberland for almost forty years in education,
in cultural experiences and in capturing our own local
stories, it makes me proud to have played a part in it.
PBS makes a difference in our region, our state, and our
nation. I will forever be grateful to have found a passion
for public media and to be able to put that passion to good
use locally, AND nationally as a member of the PBS Board!
I am so grateful to our dedicated and talented staff who
support me in this national role and keep WCTE vibrant in
the Upper Cumberland.
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Becky

Ruta Sepetys (Rūta Šepetys) is an internationally
acclaimed author of historical fiction published
in over fifty countries and thirty-six languages.
Sepetys is considered a “crossover” novelist as
her books are read by both students and adults
worldwide. Her novels, Between Shades of Gray
and Out of the Easy are both New York Times
bestsellers and international bestsellers. Her latest novel, Salt to the Sea, is a #1 New York Times
bestseller and winner of the Carnegie Medal.
Her books have won or been shortlisted for over
forty book prizes, are included on over twenty
state reading lists, and are currently in development for film and television.
The daughter of a Lithuanian refugee she was
born in Michigan and raised in a family of artists,
readers, and music lovers. She attended college

to study
opera but
instead
graduated with a
degree in International Finance. Prior to publishing her first novel, she spent twenty years in the
music industry helping artists and songwriters
distill story through song.
Ruta was recently bestowed the Cross of the
Knight of the Order by the President of Lithuania
for her contributions to education and memory
preservation. She is intensely proud to be Lithuanian, even if that means she has a name no one
can pronounce.
She lives in a treehouse in the hills of Tennessee.

Watch One on One with Becky Magura Thursdays at 8:30pm

50 Years of the Cumberland County Playhouse
November 10-11, 2017

Historic WestSide & Downtown Cookeville, TN

Meet 40+ artists in studios, galleries
and other locations in Historic
WestSide and Downtown Cookeville.
www.artroundtennessee.org

A Todd Jarrell Production, Airing November 9 at 7pm

I

n the mid-1960s, Appalachia was economically depressed. Rampant unemployment and
sustained poverty were the norm. Crossville, Tennessee was a rural farm town, atop the Cumberland
Plateau, well-known for being intolerant of diversity
- a “Sundown Town” Crossville was merely a rural
waypoint to more promising places.
At this time, Paul
Crabtree wheeled
in from Los Angeles
with seven children and his wife,
Broadway actress/
model Mary Ducey
Crabtree. The talented Mr. Crabtree
had marked his own
Broadway career
with roles in hugely
popular Broadway
productions such
as the original Oklahoma! and The Iceman Cometh.
He shared the stage and directed such legends as
Helen Hayes, Charlton Heston, José Ferrer, Geraldine Paige, E.G. Marshall and more. Both Paul and
Mary had basked in the Golden Age of Theater.
When the Crabtree clan arrived Crossville, Paul was
an out-of-work scriptwriter, recently released from
Hollywood’s Loretta Young Show.
Mary Crabtree was very much at home in this
remote community, having spent summers of her
youth in Crossville before heading to New York and
Broadway. It was on Broadway in 1941 she’d meet
Paul in George Abbott’s production of Kiss & Tell.

In December of 1963, Paul Crabtree’s The Perils of
Pinocchio premiered in a school auditorium. The
professionalism of the production of amateurs galvanized the town. The idea of theater as an window
opened to expanded horizons beyond the remote
community was compelling. How, they asked, could
this be kept alive?
“Build a theater!” was Crabtree’s reply.
And so Crossville, this small town of 4,000, raised
funds to build a 500-seat Broadway house. For over
50 years the community has joyfully supported
the Cumberland County Playhouse, one of the 10
largest professional theaters in rural America. The
playhouse attracts 145,000+ visitors annually from
across the US and Canada via live concerts with
both original and Broadway productions.
At least as important are the opportunites brought
to the community and the cultural changes the theater has wrought. The playhouse now hosts hugely
diverse casts and takes on important social issues.
The effect on this former “Sundown Town” community has been dramatic and lasting.

Mary with Bing Crosby
The couple intended to spend a quiet sabbatical
recalibrating their careers and allowing Paul the
opportunity to continue work on a book. But soon,
Crossville community leaders approached them
with the idea of a theatrical show, and they
wanted Paul and Mary to produce it, complete
with a local orchestra, crew, and cast of 150
school-aged children.

From the C.C. Playhouse Production of Two by Two
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THANKS TO EVERYONE WHO
ATTENDED OUR EVENTS THIS YEAR!
Thanks to our guests, sponsors, businesses, bidders,
buyers, volunteers, board members and dedicated
staff for helping us make it all happen in 2017. From
Stations of Imagination to our Run For Your Mama
and Haunted Half Runs, from the WCTE Annual
Dinner to the Great TV Auction to Blues & Brews, and
many other events, we have something for everyone.
We are always glad to see you and are happy to be
making an impact in Tennessee’s Upper Cumberland!

Congress Approves Public Media
Funding Through December

I

Can’t be in the TTU
Stands to Cheer Your
Golden Eagles?

CATCH THE
GAME ON WCTE
Nov. 4 - Austin Peay
Nov. 18 - UT Martin
WCTE will also bring you the
Homecoming Parade LIVE
on November 4 at 10:30am.
*Games subject to airing schedule
changes per the OVC request.

Ch. 8 Charter
Ch. 22 Dish & DIRECT
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by Cait Beroza

n September, the House and Senate passed a
short-term spending bill to keep the federal
government, including public media, fully
funded through the beginning of December.
Immediately after, the bill was signed into law by
the President.

WHERE ARE WE NOW?

Thank you to everyone who contacted their lawmakers last week and over the last few months.
Together, we’ve been able to show key decision
makers that public media funding is a smart
investment in communities, education, public
safety, civic society, culture and more.

The House

WHAT’S NEXT?
Congress continues to debate funding again
this fall. To continue to protect funding, it will be
important for us to remind lawmakers that we
value public media when these negotiations take
place.
Unfortunately, the House did not include funding
for Interconnection – which provides the essential infrastructure that allows your stations to
broadcast your favorite programs – in its budget.

Thanks to your ongoing action, public media
funding is in a good position for the upcoming
negotiations. Here’s where funding for your local
stations stands today:

The House passed a Fiscal Year (FY) 2018 spending package that includes full funding for the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting and Ready
To Learn. The bill does not include funding for
Interconnection.

The Senate
The Senate Labor, Health and Human Services,
Education and Related Agencies (Labor-HHS-Ed)
Subcommittee and full Appropriations Committee approved its FY 2018 spending bill with full
funding for all of public media’s programs. The
Senate bill includes funding for public media’s
essential Interconnection infrastructure system,
which allows your stations to deliver the programming and public safety information you love
and rely upon.

To stay informed, please join the Protect My Public Media Action Network at
protectmypublicmedia.org/join

FRONT PAGE NEWS

T h e S c o p e s T r i a l P l a y A i r i n g N ov e m b e r 1 9 a t 3 p m

I

t made for great oratory between eminent rivals, and it put the debate over teaching evolution on front pages across the country. But
one thing the Scopes “monkey trial” of 1925 did not do was settle
the contentious issue of evolution in the schools, which continues to
incite strong passions and court actions to this day.
Each July, the city of Dayton, TN hosts
festivities and a play in the actual
courtroom where the trial was held,
these days with the help of the Cumberland County Playhouse. It is also
intended to help clear up the many
misconceptions about what actually
took place.
This year, WCTE was on hand to film
the play.
Narrowly, the trial was about challenging a newly passed Tennessee
state law against teaching evolution
or any other theory denying the biblical account of the creation of man.
Broadly, the case reflected a collision
of traditional views and values with more modern ones: It was a time
of evangelism by figures such as Aimee Semple McPherson and Billy
Sunday against forces, including jazz, sexual permissiveness, and racy
Hollywood movies, which they thought were undermining the authority of the Bible and Christian morals in society.
In reality, the trial was a publicity stunt. The American Civil Liberties
Union had published an offer to defend anyone willing to challenge a
Tennessee law prohibiting the teaching of evolution in public schools.
Some prominent Dayton residents saw this as an opportunity to draw
attention, capital and people to an economically depressed town.

John Scopes, the 24-year-old defendant, taught in the public high
school in Dayton, and included evolution in his curriculum. He agreed
to be the focus of a test case attacking the new law, and was arrested
for teaching evolution and tried with the American Civil Liberties Union
backing his defense. His lawyer was the legendary Clarence Darrow,
who, besides being a renowned
defense attorney for labor and radical
figures, was an avowed agnostic in
religious matters.
The state’s attorney was William
Jennings Bryan, a Christian, pacifist,
and former candidate for the U.S.
presidency. He agreed to take the
case because he believed that evolution theory led to dangerous social
movements. And he believed the
Bible should be interpreted literally.
The weather was stiflingly hot and
the rhetoric equally heated in this
“trial of the century” attended by
hundreds of reporters and others who crowded the Rhea County
Courthouse in July 1925. Rather than the validity of the law under which
Scopes was being charged, the authority of the Bible versus the soundness of Darwin’s theory became the focus of the arguments.
The jury found Scopes guilty of violating the law and fined him $100.
Bryan and the anti-evolutionists claimed victory, and the Tennessee law
would stand for another 42 years. But Clarence Darrow and the ACLU
had succeeded in publicizing scientific evidence for evolution, and the
press reported that though Bryan had won the case, he had lost the
argument. The verdict did have a chilling effect on teaching evolution in
the classroom, but not until the 1960s did it reappear in schoolbooks.

Nov/Dec
Nov/Dec2016
2017 || 77

HK<<HK<<C7DI;DI7J?ED7BI9?;D9;97CF
WCTE and Putnam County School System LEAPs kicked off a
Ruff Ruffman Sensational Science Camp based on the New Digital
Series: THE RUFF RUFFMAN SHOW.
The series is part of a multiplatform, playful learning media
experience themed around four kid-friendly physical science topics:
wearable science, sports science, kitchen chemistry and structures.
Research has shown that the more children are exposed to
foundational STEM skills early on in life, the more successful
they are in other areas of learning in the future.
The PBS KIDS series stars canine host extraordinaire Ruff Ruffman,
who, along with his assistants Blossom and Chet, answers questions
from real kids, takes on challenges and learns the value of perseverance—all while modeling science inquiry skills.
Check out Ruff Ruffman and his friends at pbskids.org/ruff/materials.
In addition, you can access games and videos at pbskids.org/ruff,
plus
activities for families and educators at pbslearningmedia.org/ruff.
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A User’s Guide to the

Daytime
Schedule

ART Prowl

Weekdays & Ready to Learn
5:00 AM

Sit & Be Fit

12:30 PM Dinosaur Train

5:30 AM

Classical Stretch

1:00 PM

Ready Jet Go!

6:00 AM

Ready, jet, Go

1:30 PM

Nature Cat

6:30 AM

Wild Kratts

7:00 AM

Nature Cat

2:00 PM

Nature Cat

7:30 AM

Curious George

2:30 PM

Wild Kratts

8:00 AM

Curious George

3:00 PM

Wild Kratts

8:30 AM

Daniel Tiger

9:00 AM

Daniel Tiger

3:30 PM

Odd Squad

9:30 AM

Splash & Bubbles

4:00 PM

Odd Squad

10:00 AM Splash & Bubbles

4:30 PM

Arthur

5:00 PM

Mathline

5:30 PM

Nightly Business Report

6:00 PM

PBS NewsHour

10:30 AM Sesame Street
11:00 AM Sesame Street
11:30 AM

Perry Johnson drawing portraits of ART Prowl patrons with Tennessee Tech art students.

I

t doesn’t matter if you’re a returning patron or a first-timer, the 17th Annual Art Prowl is a
celebration you don’t want to miss! From Friday, November 10th, noon - 8pm through
Saturday the 11th, 10am - 6pm, downtown Cookeville and the Historic WestSide transform into a wonderland trail of pop-up artist exhibits and galleries. Local businesses have a
hand in the action as well, as artist sponsors and community partners. Start your adventure
at the Welcome Center, Charity’s Bake Shop and Café, where visitors will find copies of the
official ART Prowl Brochure, artwork and helpful volunteer docents. Also available on
ArtRoundTennessee.org and at every stop on the tour, the brochure provides a map of
locations, schedule of free activities, complete artist list and local business specials happening exclusively during the Prowl.
Before your visit make sure you checkout ART’s official Facebook page for artist information
and event highlights. Review the brochure and decide if you want to follow the tour in the
suggested order or form your own course of action to ensure you don’t miss your favorite
stops, such as WCTE located at 229 E. Broad St. WCTE, a strong supporter of the arts and a
valued partner, will be hosting Linda Johnson, a returning 3D Mixed Media artist. Don’t worry
about parking as Cookeville offers plenty of free parking, both in lots and street-side on the
WestSide, but do wear comfortable shoes for bouncing between the bustling pop-up shops.
Arrive with an empty stomach and easily fill it as you move from bake shop, to restaurant, to
brewery. Be prepared to spend time chatting with artists, because you won’t find any shortage on friendliness during this one-of-a-kind event in Putnam County. Mark your calendar,
round up your friends and join in on the ART Prowl fun!

Super Why

12:00 PM Peg + Cat

Saturdays
Missy Kane’s Fit & Fun

12:30 PM Chef’s Life

5:30 AM

Thomas & Friends

1:00 PM

America’s Test Kitchen

6:00 AM

Bob the Builder

6:30 AM

Daniel Tiger

1:30 PM

Tennessee Crossroads

7:00 AM

Daniel Tiger

2:00 PM

Tennessee Wildside

7:30 AM

Splash & Bubbles

2:30 PM

Live Green Tennessee

8:00 AM

Curious George

3:00 PM

Volunteer Gardener

8:30 AM

Nature Cat

9:00 AM

The Coach Satterfield Show

3:30 PM

Mind of a Chef

9:30 AM

This Old House

4:00 PM

America’s Heartland

10:00 AM Ask This Old House

4:30 PM

Motorweek

10:30 AM Woodwright’s Shop

5:00 PM Sewing w Nancy

5:00 AM

11:00 AM Rick Steves’ Europe

5:30 PM

11:30 AM Lidia’s Kitchen
12:00 PM Christopher Kimball’s Milk
Street TV

Fons and Porter’s
Love of Quilting

6:00 PM

Lawrence Welk

Sundays
5:00 AM

Missy Kane’s Fit & Fun

5:30 AM

Dinosaur Train

6:00 AM

Sesame Street

6:30 AM

Daniel Tiger

11:30 AM Overheard with Evan Smith

7:00 AM

Daniel Tiger

12:00 PM Charlie Rose: The Week

7:30 AM

Splash & Bubbles

8:00 AM

Curious George

12:30 PM To the Contrary/Bonnie Erbe

8:30 AM

Nature Cat

1:00 PM

Lawrence Welk Show

9:00 AM

Ready Jet Go!

9:30 AM

Wild Kratts

2:00 PM

Classic Gospel

10:00 AM Odd Squad

10:30 AM Twice as Good
11:00 AM Dr. Bob Show

3:00 PM - 7:00 PM - Various PBS Shows
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Primetime / Nov. 1 - 11
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*Schedule subject to change

Zooming in
for a Close-Up

Present Laughter - Nov. 3 at 8pm
Enjoy a sparkling revival of Noël Coward’s Present Laughter, a
comedy about a self-obsessed actor in the midst of a mid-life
crisis. Starring the Tony Award-winning Kevin Kline, as well as
Kate Burton, Kristine Nielsen and Cobie Smulders.

In the Heights – Chasing Broadway
Dreams (Encore) - Nov. 10 at 8pm
In the aftermath of the phenomenal success of Lin-Manuel Miranda’s blockbuster Broadway musical Hamilton in 2016, Great
Performances presents a special encore of this performancedocumentary chronicling the story behind Miranda’s first Tony
Award-winning hit in 2008.

Indecent - Nov. 17 at 8pm
Set at a time when waves of immigrants were changing the
face of America, this new play from Pulitzer Prize-winner
Paula Vogel is inspired by the true story of the controversial
1923 Broadway debut of Sholem Asch’s God of Vengeance.

Holiday Inn - Nov. 24 at 8pm
The Roundabout Theatre Company presents a Broadway adaptation of the 1942 movie musical that starred Bing Crosby
and Fred Astaire. This heartwarming classic with a contemporary sparkle features thrilling dance numbers, laugh-out-loud
comedy and a parade of Irving Berlin hit songs.
Nov/Dec 2017 | 11

Primetime / Nov. 12 - 22
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Zooming in
for a Close-Up

Beyond a Year in Space
Nov. 15 at 8pm

The documentary chronicles astronaut Scott Kelly’s return
and adjustment to life on Earth after spending 12 months on
the International Space Station (ISS), the longest space mission in American history. Exploring the effects of long-term
space travel on the human body, the film also introduces
the next generation of astronauts currently training to leave
Earth’s orbit and travel into deep space.
This film follows Kelly’s homecoming and long-awaited
reunion with his family in Texas after his record-breaking stay
in space with Russian cosmonaut Mikhail Kornienko. The film
also tracks the extensive medical testing undergone by Scott
and his brother and fellow astronaut, Mark Kelly. As identical
twins, the brothers presented NASA with the extraordinary
opportunity of conducting experiments on two individuals
who have the same genetic makeup but spent the year in
vastly different environments. The data from the twins study
will help NASA determine what it will take for humans to endure long-duration space travel in preparation for a mission
to Mars, an unprecedented three-year journey.
Although Scott maintained a rigorous exercise program in
space, the physical toll of the voyage is evident upon his return as he suffers from sore muscles, stiff joints, flu-like symptoms, skin sensitivity and inflammation. “Gravity definitely
gives you a beat down when you get back,” he said. “My feet
still bother me some — I didn’t walk on them for a year!”
Beyond a Year in Space introduces two new astronauts
preparing to venture farther than humankind has ever gone:
biologist Jessica Meir and former Navy pilot Victor Glover,
and provides a behind-the-scenes look at how they are
training to go the distance. While first-generation astronauts
were mostly “top guns” chosen for their experience in flying
untested vehicles, the new generation is a diverse team with
a wide variety of backgrounds and skill sets. The film follows
Meir and Glover at NASA and at home, exploring their lives
as astronauts and as individuals as each expresses what it
means to carry on the legacy of the astronauts who came
before them.
Nov/Dec 2017 | 13

Primetime / Nov. 23 - Dec. 3
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Zooming in
for a Close-Up

Anne of Green Gables, Pt 2:
The Good Stars

Thanksgiving, Nov. 23, 7pm & 9pm
HOW A 109-YEAR-OLD STORY REMAINS A CLASSIC
by Kate Macdonald Butler, Executive Producer
As one of Lucy Maud Montgomery’s grandchildren, I inevitably had a personal connection to her timeless tale of Anne of
Green Gables. I grew up with Anne. I loved Anne. I cherished
the lessons learned and the story’s themes that never needed
refreshing; they somehow always stayed relevant, and still do.
In 2011, when Joan Lambur — a producer and an old friend
of mine — approached me with the idea of doing another
revival of Anne of Green Gables, I did not hesitate. It had been
30 years since Anne’s story was last told on screen, and ageless stories like Anne’s need to be told and retold for generations to come.
The trilogy took five years to complete. Being involved in the
process from “script to screen” was one of my most rewarding
experiences. Not only was I playing a part in keeping Anne’s
story alive, but I was also honoring my late grandmother in
doing so.
The first movie of Anne of Green Gables aired on Thanksgiving
in 2016 and was incredibly well-received by audiences young
and old. I’m thrilled that the second installment of Anne of
Green Gables will air again this Thanksgiving Day, November 23rd. Part two — The Good Stars — is all about fun, as it
focuses on the children and their relationships.
Here we are in 2017, 109 years after Anne of Green Gables was
first published (and it hasn’t been out of print since). It has
been a dream come true to serve as the executive producer
on all three films airing on PBS.
Even though Anne of Green Gables was set in the turn of the
19th century, it’s a story that still touches people in so many
ways. It’s about love. It’s about belonging. These aren’t emotions that ever go out of style. And neither do the plot lines,
which transcend gender, culture and age.
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Primetime / Dec. 4 - 14
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Zooming in
for a Close-Up

NATURE: Soul of the Elephant
Dec. 13 at 7pm

Despite living in the wild in Botswana for 30 years, filming,
researching and exploring the world they have come to
know so well, award-winning filmmakers and conservationists Dereck and Beverly Joubert say they are often still
surprised by what they come across on their journeys. Such
was the case when the couple were exploring the backwaters of the bush one day and stumbled upon the skulls
of two large bull elephants with their ivory tusks intact. To
the Jouberts, this is always cause for celebration because
it means the giants died of natural causes and not, for
example, from poaching, snares or bullets.
An elephant’s age can be determined by its molar teeth,
and the Jouberts conclude from them that both animals
died at around 70, but still had a few years left to live. So
what caused these bulls to die in the same place and at
the same time? The mystery so intrigues the filmmakers,
they decide to spend the next two years traveling through
what would have been their home range, reconstructing
the lives these elephants would have led, reimagining
their birth and childhood, how they would have interacted
with each other, their great migrations for water with their
families and the inevitable encounters with lions.
To understand the lives of the two old bulls, the Jouberts
paddle from one end of a river to the other in the Selinda
Reserve, home to over 7,000 elephants in a remote corner
of Botswana. Their journey brings them into extremely
close contact with herds that, over time, seem to accept
their presence as the couple film and photograph them.
The Jouberts take us into that world and bring the story of
the two bulls to life. They even arrive at a solution to the
mystery of their deaths. Those deaths remain a cause for
celebration because when an elephant dies with its ivory
intact, perhaps the soul of that elephant is at peace.

Watch the Cookeville

Christmas Parade
LIVE
December 9 at 6pm
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Primetime / Dec. 15 - 25
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Zooming in
for a Close-Up

Last Tango In Halifax
Holiday Special
Dec. 17 - 24 at 7pm
Packed with shocks and surprises, the heartwarming
drama continues the compelling story of childhood
sweethearts, reunited after nearly 60 years apart, as they
and their families negotiate the highs and lows of life
and relationships.

Call the Midwife Holiday Special
Dec. 25 at 9pm
Last Christmas the midwives were battling heat in a South
African mission hospital but December 2017 will be a far
colder one for the residents of Nonnatus House.
The Big Freeze occurred during the winter of 1962/3, which
was one of the coldest on record in the United Kingdom.
There were blizzard-like conditions in the south thanks to
heavy snowfall in the latter half of December.
With Poplar under a thick blanket of snow, the midwives
face the challenge of the coldest winter in 300 years. Battling
snow, ice, power cuts and frozen pipes, the midwives strive
to provide care for their patients.
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Primetime / Dec. 26 - 31

THE TRANSMITTER TEAM

wcte.org/calendar

L-R - WCTE’s Craig LeFevre, Rick Riggott, Gary Kelly, Gordon Gummelt, Bill Leland, Michael Smith, WCTE’s Ralph Welch, Jr.

W

CTE wants to once again send out a big thank you to the Hitachi Kokusai Comark
team who helped us replace our transmitter with the latest in broadcast technology. The new transmitter helps boost our signal, and while it does not increase our
range, it does amplify our signal so it reaches our audience with the consistent quality
you’ve come to expect. It also helps us prepare for the future and is compatible with
4kHDR, 3D television, mobile television and other signal types. Thank you again!
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Send the “Who, What, When, Where,” along
with the accompanying graphics, to :

communitycalendar@wcte.org

All submissions will be reviewed before
appearing on the calendar.

WCTE-PBS KIDS
Channel 22.4
(Also streaming at wcte.org)

WEEKDAY SCHEDULE

Join us for a FREE Screener of
Ken Burns’ and Lynn Novick’s
“The Vietnam War.”
McMinnville - Nov. 11
Park Theater
Doors Open at 6:45pm

7:00am

Arthur

7:30am

Arthur

8:00am

Peg + Cat

8:30am

Cat and the Hat

9:00am

Super Why!

9:30am

Clifford the Big Red Dog

10:00am

Thomas and Friends

10:30am

Thomas and Friends

11:00am

Caillou

11:30am

Sid the Science Kid

12:00pm

Bob the Builder

12:30pm

Wordworld

1:00pm

Super Why!

1:30pm

Sesame Street

2:00pm

Sesame Street

2:30pm

Dinosaur Train

3:00pm

Dinosaur Train

3:30pm

Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood

4:00pm

Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood

4:30pm

Splash and Bubbles

5:00pm

Nature Cat

5:30pm

Ready Jet Go!

6:00pm

Wild Kratts

6:30pm

Wild Kratts

7:00pm

Odd Squad

7:30pm

Odd Squad

8:00pm

Arthur

8:30pm

Arthur

9:00pm

Super Why!

9:30pm

Sesame Street

10:00pm

Sesame Street

This is a FREE event but tickets are required.

Go to wcte.org/vietnam
or call 931-528-2222.

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday from
6pm-10pm Feature a Variety of

Fun, Special Programs!!!
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MEMBERSHIP SPECIAL

NOV. 25 at 7pm, Nov. 30 at 7pm & Dec. 2 at 2pm

R

on Howard’s authorized and highly acclaimed Emmy®
Award and GRAMMY Award®-winning documentary is
based on the first part of The Beatles’ career (1962-1966)
– the period in which they toured and captured the world’s
acclaim. The film explores how John Lennon, Paul McCartney,
George Harrison and Ringo Starr came together to become this
extraordinary phenomenon, “The Beatles.” It reveals their inner
workings – how they made decisions, created their music and
built their collective career together – all the while, exploring
The Beatles’ extraordinary and unique musical gifts and their
remarkable, complementary personalities. The film focuses on
the time period from the early Beatles’ journey in the days of The
Cavern Club in Liverpool to their last concert at Candlestick Park
in San Francisco in 1966.
The Beatles began touring Europe in late 1963, after an
extraordinary arrival on the British scene in 1961 and ‘62.
However, it was their much-heralded “Ed Sullivan Show” appearance on February 9, 1964, that caused The Beatles’ popularity
to explode. By June, the band had commenced their first world
tour, and continued on a relentless schedule for two subsequent
years. By the time the band stopped
touring in August of 1966, they
had performed 166 concerts in 15
countries and 90 cities around the
world. The cultural phenomenon
their touring helped create, known
as “Beatlemania,” was something the
world had never seen before and
laid the foundation for the globalization of culture.

THE BEATLES: EIGHT DAYS A WEEK – THE TOURING YEARS
features rare and never-before-seen archival footage of
shows and interviews, plus new interviews with Paul
McCartney, Ringo Starr and numerous prominent
observers. The film captures the exhilaration of The Beatles’
phenomenal rise to fame as well as the toll it eventually
took on the band’s members, prompting them to stop
touring and devote their prodigious musical talents to
their groundbreaking studio recordings.

‘CATCHES THE LIGHTNING IN-A-BOTTLE VOLTAGE OF
THE BEATLES’ LIVE PERFORMANCES’
DAILY STAR
‘EXHILARATING’
TOTAL FILM
‘A MUST SEE FOR EVERY BEATLES FAN’
RADIO TIMES

Program Sponsors
Allergy Associates
The Dr. Bob Show
BB&T Legge Insurance Charlie Rose:
The Week
City of Cookeville
Prime Time

Cumberland Insurance Assorted Programming

Tennessee Department of AgricultureLive Green Tennessee
The Law Offices of
Galligan & Newman
Assorted Programming
The Original Gondola
Pizza House Assorted
Programming

H&R Block Assorted
Programming

Cookeville-Putnam
Cty Chamber of Commerce
Prime Time

Cumberland Auto
Center Tennessee
Crossroads (Sat.) and
Rick Steves’ Europe

Family Wellness
Pharmacy Assorted
Programming

GO Indoor Advertising
Assorted Programming

Companion CPA
Group
Masterpiece,
PBS NewsHour, Vietnam

Crossville Housing Development
Corporation Assorted
Programming

Ten Broeck Tennessee Roadblocks to
Recovery

Grade-A Catering
Prime Time

City of Crossville
Prime Time

Cookeville Regional
Medical Center Assorted Programming

DeKalb Animal Clinic
Charlie Rose: The
Week, Nature

Jackson County
Chamber of Commerce Tennessee
Crossroads (Sat.)

Town & Country Overhead Doors Assorted
Programming

Main Street McMinnville Assorted Programming

Twin Lakes Telephone
Cooperative Assorted
Programming

McMinnville Electric
System Bluegrass
Underground (Mon.)

Upper Cumberland
Reconnect Discover
the Upper Cumberland

MidSouth Sewing
Sewing with Nancy

Upper Cumberland
Tourism Association
Discover the Upper
Cumberland

Presley Funeral Home
Assorted Programming
Randolph Electronics
24/7 Kids Channel

R-Cubed Environmen-

Wakefield Venture
Group Assorted Programming

tal Solutions Prime
Time
Stonehaus Winery
Prime Time

Legacy Society
Boots, Steve
Bowman, Monika & Henry

Magura, Becky
Rust, Bob & Kat

Studio Club
Albrecht, Joe & Connie
Aschbrenner, Loren & Jan
Barnard, Debbie
Birdwell, Dr. Michael
Bird, Robert & Germaine
Bishop, Julia
Bowman, Henry & Monika
Bowman, Rick
Burns, Leon & Julie
Carlen, Hill and Beverly
Coleman, Johnny Fred & Carol
Culp, Louise
Fickling & Madewell, Craig & Melanie
Funk, Elaine
Goldfinger, Ed
Johnson, Bill
Keifer, Randy & Melinda

Knott, Georgia
Leslie, Ken & Connie
Little, Terry & Rosalyn
Lunn, Sydney
Morales, Mario
Oakley, Louis

Basic Membership
Patron
Associate

Akenson, Jim & Mickie
Baranowski, Derek & Diana
Barton III, Jack
Bertram, Dr. Katherine
Boots, Steve & Connie
Callahan, Jeff & Kathy
Castle, Richard
Castle, Roger
Chowdhuri, Pritindra & Sharon
Companion CPA Group
Copeland, Scott & Mona
Gray, Bill & Jane
Harder, Hal & Elisabeth
Hartgrove, Ken & Lillian
Irby, Morris & Linda
Jackson, Dr. John & Dr. Barbara
James, Glenn
Janney, Tom & Patricia
Kharif, Wali & Shakura

Little, Scott
Luna & Herren Investment Group
Lunn, Nina
Mackie, Jimmy & Shirley
Magura, Becky
Matson, Jack & Donna
Phillips, Ottis & Cindy
Red Silo Brewing Company
Sewell, Charles
Spain, Wayne & Mary Alice
Spalding, Brian & Michelle
Thomas, Candace
Volpe, Angelo & Jennette
Welch, Mike
Womack, Chuck & Sally
Zimmer Broadcasting

Producer’s Table
Chapman & Simpson, Steve & Donna
Ciphertek
Franklin Fixtures, Uhrik, Lisa & Dave
Galligan, Mike & Rhonda
McDonald, Larry & Janice

Odom, Mark & Mindy
Pardue, Sally & Andy
Stonecom
TN Race Timing

Bright Lights, Little City Sponsors
Albins, Richard
Berman, Robert &
Suzanne
Bilbrey Funeral Home
City of Crossville - Billy
Loggins
Cole, Bruce
Cumberland County
Playhouse
First National Bank
of Livingston - Randy
Graham
Krause, Keith
Stonehaus Winery
The Plateau Group, Inc.

Owens, Carl
Parks, JD & Lissa
Perkins, Petya
Roberts,Thomas & Darlene
Rosenberg, Bill & Marilyn
Sallee, Jack
Stites, Jack & Mary
Terry, Bob, Glenda & Jordan

Annual Membership Levels
$35
$60
$90

Directors’ Circle

$120
$240
$365

Producer
Engineer
Dollar A Day Club

CAB & UCBC Meetings
The Community Advisory Board is scheduled to meet on Tue., Nov. 14
at noon in the WCTE Downtown Office Conference Room (1 S Jefferson,
Ste. 204, Cookeville, TN 38501).
The Upper Cumberland Broadcast Council meets in the 4th floor
conference room of the First Tennessee Bank building located at 345
S Jefferson Ave, Cookeville, TN 38501. Their next scheduled meeting is
Thursday, Nov. 16 at 4pm.
Meetings of the Board of Directors of the Upper Cumberland Broadcast Council, committees of the Board, and the Community Advisory
Board are generally open to the public, although certain meetings, or
portions of meetings, may be closed in order to address confidential or
proprietary matters.
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UPPER CUMBERLAND
BROADCAST COUNCIL
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Cookeville, TN 38502
www.wcte.org
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